COVER STORY: SEASONAL HELP
by Will Perry. Tomorrow's leaders are among today's seasonal labor force. Challenging, educating and having fun with them is one way to insure a bright future for the entire industry.

TURF DISEASE CONTROL
by Peter Landschoot, Ph.D. Old reliable disease control methods—resistant species, culture and chemistry—are joined by the new kids on the block, bio-rational controls.

COOL-SEASON INSECT CONTROL
by Harry Niemczyk, Ph.D. New application methods and materials will soon result in more effective insect control. Out annual guide helps you time your treatments.

MAINTAINING NATURE'S BALANCE
by Terry McIver. Restoring and preserving wetlands has become an important consideration in golf course construction.

DWARF TALL FESCUES: WHAT TO EXPECT
by Rich Hurley, Ph.D. The only people who may easily see dwarf characteristics of the new dwarf tall fescues are seed farmers. But the other advantages of these fescues are worth checking out.

ORNAMENTAL DISEASE CONTROL
by Douglas Chapman. When conditions are right, ornamentals are easily susceptible to disease. Effective disease control begins with prevention.

HANDLING CUSTOMER COMPLAINTS
by Rudd McGary, Ph.D. Every service business needs a cool-headed, well-spoken person to appease the occasional irate customer.